
Thank you for supporting Genius Loci: Obzor !

Details

- 24 bit / 44,1 kHz
- 890 MB installed
- sounds of a maritime area, 
  the sea, a hotel and some local items
- 167 nki files in 11 categories 
- 117 single patches
- 50 multi patches
- up to 5x round robin
- looped, tuned samples
- Chorus, Phaser, Flanger, EQ, Filter
  Limiter, Delay, Reverb, Attack, Release controls   
- Kontakt 5.5.1.451 full version required for unlimited use



About Genius Loci: Obzor

This summer I got the chance to visit a very nice holiday resort in Bulgaria located near the town 
of Obzor. Of course, my trusty microphone went with me (as did the camera), because the sea
always attracted my attention, soothed my mind and made me feel like home. I immediately liked
the place, partly because of the fact that even if it was crowded at times, there was always a chance
to find a place where I could hunt for sounds without being disturbed...Well, maybe it was due to
the fact that I was just one of  a few visitors, who used to get up at 5:30 am... Anyway, soon my
collection  of  sounds  got  bigger  and  bigger,  and  I  knew this  could  make  a  nice  collection  of
meditative, relaxing sounds. Later, when reviewing all the various samples (from sea waves to flags
flapping in the wind, a swimming pool drain to wind howling on a hotel staircase, banisters, or a
night-light), I realized I had a kind of a “portrait” of a place under my fingers, which could inspire
one to create, to invent, to dream, whatever... I felt the Genius loci – the “spirit of the place” was
present and made this happen.

When I added samples of instruments bought on the Obzor town market and also sounds of nylon,
steel guitars and others at home, the collection gained a little more versatility, although was not
intended to be something more than it was. I have not added a lot, to maintain its original relaxing,
maritime, organic, “random” feeling. 

Now the result is in your hands and you are the ones to consider, whether this all made sense :-)

Who could enjoy this collection ?

I believe, this collection of sounds could be interesting to all composers, who like to throw in some
interesting sonic textures or backgrounds here and there. Also to all ambient music makers, who
could find a use for long sea waves loops and maritime ambiences. Scoring an animated movie, or
an indie game ? Playing live as an ambient/experimental electronic music act ? You just love the sea
and the sounds it makes and are familiar with Kontakt ? This library is surely a nice addition to the
sample collection of every creative musician or sample lover !

Categories

In this collection you will find several categories of patches ready to be used in your compositions. 
Let´s take a closer look:

DRUM ON A STICK

A little drum on a stick bought in a town market in a few sound variations.



FLUTE

A bamboo flute bought in a town market recorded in a hotel room and a hotel balcony.

MALLETS

Banisters inside and outside the hotel.

PUMPKIN SHAKER

A nice little pumpkin shaker bought in a market as well.



MULTI

Sounds from all the categories are used and combined here, to provide you with original, creative 
sonic combinations. As always, I encourage you to alter these or/and create your own multis - blend
the patches to find the right never-heard combination !

SEA SHELLS

A handful of sea shells recorded from a close distance.



NATURE

Wind and bushes, crickets, night insects.

OTHER

A beach umbrella, bus interior... the names of the patches say it all.

USER

You can store your patches here if you like.



SEA

Samples of the sea and sea waves in various forms, from calm to stronger ones.

SINGLE

This group contains already in Kontakt "tweaked up" creations using patches from other categories. 
These serve as the sound arsenal to equip you right out of the box and as an inspiration.



SOUND DESIGN

A few patches created using the sounds of the library effected, or combined outside of Kontakt, as 
well as a few additional sounds like acoustic guitars or a synth pad.

General User Interface – Effects

1. EQ – Low, Mid and High frequencies adjusting
2. ATTACK and RELEASE right under EQ to adjust start and length of a sample
3. FILTER – Cutoff, Frequency and Band Width set up
4. CHORUS – creating a richer, thicker sound adding subtle movement to a signal
5. FLANGER – giving sound some movement
6. PHASER – phasing, twirling the signal
7. DELAY – echoes signal almost endlessly
8. REVERB – well, just imagine world without reverb
9. LIMITER– last help, if too loud :-)

BTW - hovering your mouse over a knob or a button will also activate a help text shown in the info 
bar at the bottom of the window.

FX knobs are, as you can see, depicted in the form of sea shells, not displaying the exact values and
it is made so for a reason – let us trust our ears more than eyes this time (again) :-) !



Enjoy Genius Loci: Obzor ! 

Thank you one more time for your support. Please, don´t resell, upload, or duplicate the library or 
its parts further in any form.

if any problem: info@atomhub.net

sincerely yours
Mato Huba

Www.atomhub.net
Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples
Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub

http://Www.atomhub.net/
http://Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub
http://Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples



